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A Stranger in Their Midst When American covert operative Chase Fulton returns home from

his most recent mission battling a company providing weapons of war to the highest bidder

regardless of their alliances, he finds himself haunted by a cryptic warning from the deputy

director of Mossad, Israel’s national intelligence agency.“There is someone close to you who is

not what you believe them to be.”Parallel assignments send Chase and his team into the wilds

of the Rocky Mountains on the mission every operator fears he may one day be forced to face.

Hunting down a traitor in their midst leaves Chase exploring the depths of his own self-doubt

and questioning the loyalty of everyone he desperately longs to trust. As the team is forced to

divide itself between seemingly unrelated missions, one by one, the elite tier-one operators

come face-to-face with their own worst nightmares and find themselves entangled inside a web

of deceit, betrayal, and grave danger.A murderous religious cult, enemies masquerading as

allies, and lingering doubts come together, forcing Chase and his team into the most daring

rescue mission of their lives. Will they find more than just an innocent victim held captive

behind the walls of treachery, and will their rescue efforts restore the team’s faith in themselves

and each other? Or will it only reveal mighty chasms that can never be closed?With heart-

stopping action, intrigue, and stunning settings like only Cap Daniels can deliver, The Bitter

Chase will leave readers second-guessing everything they believe about Chase Fulton and

everyone around him.
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Pat Wood, “Four Wings Are Better Than Two, Add A Few Blades For Good Measure!. Two

missions, in the same general area of Montana present themselves simultaneously to Chase

and the team. One mission is to save the President’s niece from a cult and the other is to find

the mole or moles in another 6-member team controlled by The Board. The mission is planned

and it is decided to take both the Citation AND the Caravan due to the many lakes in the

region. PLUS, a helicopter comes into play. Aviation enthusiasts will get their jollies!

Meanwhile, Skipper is busy securing a secluded house as base of operations and arranging

rental SUVS for the team that will now split into 2 teams of 3 each. Penny takes on a new

welcomed role as an official member of the team, under Skipper’s tutelage.There are many

exciting twists and turns in this one. There are a lot of players to keep track of, so stay alert

and enjoy! It is also revealed exactly who Rabin was referring to previously when he told

Chase that someone close to him was not who he thinks they are.As usual, my disclaimer. I

am one of Cap’s Beta Team, but I buy my own copy of each book for credibility. I still get

excited as Cap cranks out each new action-packed adventure of Chase and his Team. This

one is no exception.”

Frank Rush, “Adventure, intrigue with Anya mystery solved. Cap Daniels brings his “ A “ Game

in this latest thriller. Anya, the Ex-Russian member of the team is located by Skipper the

Analyst for the Team. She had disappeared with the search on for her especially by her

boyfriend Mongo. And, this the Second Chapter!Cap Daniels does a great job in my opinion in



succinctly bringing a reader up to date by providing background for better understanding of the

storyline. Here he has accomplished two things by clearing a mystery in the Chase Fulton

Series and tying it together with his new Seven Deadly Sins Series centered around

Anya.Operation is from the rebuilt Bonaventure Plantation house in St Mary's, Georgia The

new house is a camouflage of high technology on the newly added third floor with a full Armory

at ground level. This adventure finds the team in the Rocky Mountains. Twist and turns,

second guessing and wondering what will come next keeps the pages turning without stopping.

The Bitter Chase does not disappoint as adventure, treachery and some self doubt for Chase

is all in the mix. Not to be missed!  Recommended Five þ�þ�þ�þ�þ� Star”

Terri K, “Cap has the Controls!. The Bitter Chase - Book 14, by Cap Daniels is another favorite!

How does he keep doing this? This rendition takes us far away from the salty life and drops the

reader and Cap's perfectly developed characters into the mountains of Montana. You will find

yourself enveloped into a world of doing the right thing but having to experience many

adversities to keep you on the positive side of life. You will feel that you are boot-to-boot with

Chase, Clark, Singer, Hunter, and Mongo as they experience the perils of another team of

operators, who infiltrate their organization with the intent of destroying the righteousness they

bring to the world. When the President of the free world reaches out through the mysterious

entity called, The Board, to have the operatives assist in rescuing his niece, and to find the

moles that are leaking classified info; Chase and company agree and commit to doing what

they do best – WIN!Cap Daniels feverishly delivers this series with passion. Passion comes in

all shapes, forms, fashion, and degrees. In reading the latest montage of The Chase Fulton

series, I cannot adequately express the emotions that I felt with the author sharing his passion

in every chapter of this book. There was danger as Hunter, Singer, and Chase fought the

Yellowstone River. There was pain and anguish, as the team worked to extract Clark from a

stubborn steering column in a fiery crash; and yes, there was camaraderie as Chase, Clark,

Hunter, Mongo, Singer, Penny and Skipper always had each other’s back – no matter the

situation. Cap ends this book with the most heart-felt ending that I have read in a long time;

with his Author’s Notes and his passion for our armed services, the scenery of Montana, his

love of helicopters, planes and all things that fly, and his compassion for mankind, in being

concerned for the mental and physical well-being of the gentle giant, Mongo. Passion is not a

learned trait, but something embedded in your soul and spirit, and Cap shares it freely with his

readers throughout The Bitter Chase.There is little mention of Anya in this book, but you could

feel her presence through her previous actions and especially in her absence. There was a hint

of what she had done, and maybe an inkling of what we could expect from the Russian spy in

the next few books. Can't wait!Cap continues to enthrall us with his storytelling and keeps the

threads connected to allow us to travel from one book to another – and he does it with finesse

and superbness!Cap has the Controls – never doubted it - and will keep us on edge until the

release of Book 15! Superior read -- I highly recommend The Chase Fulton series, by Cap

Daniels!”

Wayne Gale, “Best of the Best. Bitter Chase is the best so far from Cap Daniels in the

continuing saga of Chase Fulton and his team of unique characters. Bitter Chase ties the first

13 books together while leaving the saga open for more action, adventure and

craziness.Headed off to Montana for what seemed to be two missions. The team takes flight in

planes and helicopters amid the ever evolving situation. As usual, the team is able to take care

of business in an exciting ending.In another interesting segment Chase finally comes to



realize who the person he was told was close to him but not who he thinks they are. Could not

put this one down until I had read and re-read. I can’t recommend this book and the series

highly enough.”

cougarmeat, “New aircraft, new personnel, new injuries, all in one mission.. New aircraft, new

personnel, new injuries, all in one mission - what could possibly go wrong. Just about

everything.With elements borrowed from “Murder on the Orient Express”, once Chase and his

team reach Montana, you won’t put the book down.I had to knock off one star for that whole,

“There’s someone close to you who is not who you think they are.” Thread. In the words of that

great investigator, Agent Scully, “Mr. Bruckman, there are hits and there are misses. And then

there are misses.” (Season 3, Episode 4). A Mossad director would not be so indirect. A normal

human would ask for clarification. And a team leader certainly wouldn’t throw that out to his

team - a statement that would just have to inspire suspicion, not cohesiveness. Just Say’n.”

John Lemke, “Excellent reading. This book was so filled with action and mystery it engaged the

reader from the first line and continued throughout. Really enjoyed this book as it was well

written and as a result, hard to put down.  Excellent reading.”

Bompa, “You slipped a bit Cap !. Another great read Cap. Keep them coming. BTW, it's not

CRMP, it's RCMP, for Royal Canadian Police. You're forgiven by your Canadian fan.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Another exciting winner. Excellent flying scenes but they & action events

strain credibility.. Exciting flying scenes but they & action events strain credibility a bit too

much.Looking forward to the  next novel!”

The book by Cap Daniels has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,763 people have provided feedback.
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